
School's Out! Employee Newsletter, Edition 10

Hot off the presses!  The Knighted Writer aspires to be an exciting place for all of you to keep up with the happenings of our
company and the industry.  With over 450 employees, we've been growing at an impressive rate and owe it all to the dedication
and standards that our bankers set while on the floor. This newsletter is dedicated to each and every one of you, and we'll
continue using it to communicate not only the news, but also the stories, opinions, and standards of excellence that each of you
are exhibiting as Knighted employees.  

As this publication grows, it may be necessary to open up the message separately in your browser to view it in full. Just click
"view entire message" to see all the fun side content and images. As you read through the separate sections, you'll note several
future opportunities where you can contribute directly, win prizes, and engage in interactive activities that will test your mettle
as a Knighted banker!  We hope all of you will enjoy this newsletter and again we thank you for your hard work.  

A very special SHOUT OUT and CONGRATULATIONS goes out to our employees who have graduated from college this month -
we're very proud of you! See you all on the floor! 
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Noy, Juan & Becca. They served as our box
makers, floaters & expediters.

from table
banking to

food banking

Representing! In the back, from left to right: Gustavo (580), AJ
(Lodi), Sam (Palace), Leticia (Lodi), Katie (Lodi), Jayren (Lotus),
Scotty (580), Mai (Lotus), Rebecca (101), Katie (HR), Juan (101). 

In the front: Tyler (HR), Noy (101)

Dear readers, we are happy to report that we received twice as many sign-ups in May for our NorCal
food bank volunteer event than we could actually take to the facility. Your interest and your across-the-
board rally did not go unnoticed. In fact, we've already arranged for our next volunteer field trip! On July
7th, from 12:30pm-3:30pm, we will assemble all willing and able Knights to head over to the Alameda
County Food Bank in Oakland, where they have a huge warehouse facility serving fresh produce as well
as pantry items to our neighbors in need. Remember, when you participate, your name will go into an
end-of-year drawing for a chance to have a KV partner, Roy or Jieho, work one of your shifts. They
want to show their appreciation for your volunteer service by personally volunteering for you. Yes, you
will get paid if you win. Sign Up Here & Now!
 
Now, let us tell you some cool things about our
Contra Costa Food Bank event. We randomly
selected 3 people from each of our 4 locations, plus
1 from Palace (because of it's relatively small size)
to participate. They came from far and near with 3
separate carpools out to Concord where we sorted
out bad apples and packed the good ones into boxes.
Many hadn't slept but still brought smiles and
enthusiasm.
 
Over a period of 2 hours, we packed 294 boxes of
apples. (Thanks to AJ for his spectacular counting
skills!) Our efforts served 2 county programs:
Food for Children and Farm 2 Kids. Now that
school's out, many lower income kids won't be able to benefit from their school's free lunches. The food
bank steps in during the summer to bring healthy food to these kids and their families through 84
distribution sites located in lower income communities.
 
 
We would like to thank everyone who attended for your hard work (Scotty was a machine!) and because
we had such a blast (Noy...ha!). Thanks as well to everyone who signed up but couldn't attend. We'll see
you on the July 7th trip!

 

Knights for Neighbors -  Food Bankers
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1.) A Player named Sally has $10 and wants
to turn it into one million dollars.  Assuming
there is no table maximum and she doesn't
have to pay collection, how many times must
she win in order to profit at least a million
dollars? Assume she doubles her previous
bet every time she wins.
 
A.) 11 Times
B.) 17 Times
C.) 43 Times
 
2.) If you randomly pick two tiles from a 32-tile
set, the chances of your two tiles being a pair
are ______ the chances of it being Gong.
 
A.) Less Than
B.) Greater Than
C.) Equal To
 
3.) If you randomly pick two tiles from a 32-tile
set, the chances of your two tiles being a pair
are ______ the chances of it being Wong.

A.) Less Than
B.) Greater Than
C.) Equal To
 
4.) Suppose there is a Baccarat table as
follows:

$700 maximum allowed on Dragon
and Panda

$2,800 maximum allowed on Tie
$11,000 maximum allowed on Player
and Banker

What is the theoretical highest net loss we can
have on a single hand, not including
collection?
 
5.) How many total cards are in a 12-deck
shoe for the game of Pan 9?

You can't win if you don't play!
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Open Enrollment Starts
June 9th

--
Call Early,

WIN a 
Galaxy!

Are you ready? Open Enrollment is only about 1 week away. This is our one time of the year when every
employee must call in to either sign up for KV benefits or decline benefits with proof of coverage
elsewhere. This window of opportunity will only last 2 weeks -  from Monday, June 9th through Friday,
June 20th. 
 
Every Knighted employee will receive an enrollment workbook in the mail this week. If you have moved
and haven't notified HR yet, please let us know so that we can get the materials to you. We have some
great plans and rates to offer, with KV covering a very substantial portion of premiums so that coverage
is affordable for you. 
 
Participation in this Open Enrollment is MANDATORY so do not delay. You will get daily reminders
from your Supervisors during pre-shift meetings to ensure that no one falls through the cracks.
 
There's more! There's a PRIZE for enrolling early! If you call the new Knighted Ventures Enrollment
Center at 855-669-0613 between 9am on June 9th and 9am on June 13th, you will be entered into a
drawing for a Galaxy tablet. Call center hours are from 9 am to 9 pm throughout Open Enrollment.
 
Remember, you MUST call the Enrollment Center this year, even if you are waiving benefits!  

 

Movers 
& 

Shakers

This May, in the spirit of spring, each casino had its' fair share of new changes and we saw a few NorCal
moves. Shift Lead, Jesse Bond officially moved from Palace, back to Casino 580. Associate, Joshua
"Rob" Robertson joined Casino 580 from The 101 Casino. And, 580 added yet another addition:
Associate, Dan Gaenslen from The Lodi Cardroom. Lodi gained Associate Alfredo "Fred" Rodriguez
from Casino 580. Please join us in welcoming your wonderful new coworkers to their new homes!
 

 

Employee Spotlight

May 2014
 

 Bike Casino
 

Eric Thang
 

Eric has been in the casino industry for over seven
years, first working as a banker for CNM. Before
transitioning into the industry, he was working as a
machine operator for a printing company, but had
always wanted to work in hospitality since he enjoyed
the casino atmosphere. He says the best part of his job
is getting to learn about his coworkers: Eric likes to learn
as much as he can from others in order to expand his
own knowledge! Supervisors appreciate his
dependability and work ethic, and see him as a great
example to others.

Fun Fact: Eric loves to watch football and basketball!
His favorite football team is the San Francisco 49ers,
while his two favorite basketball teams are the LA
Lakers and the Oklahoma City Thunder!  

 
Congrats, Ray Zhou, on your

Banker Brilliance!!  You won a
$100 gift card to Ticketmaster!
Have some fun this summer at

a music festival or show of
your choice!

Quiz 9 Answers
& Explanations: 

learn, below!

 
1a.) What Professional Poker player recently
made headlines for being sued by an Atlantic
City Casino for allegedly cheating on
Baccarat?
 
Answer - Phil Ivey
  
1b.) Which card-making company was
involved in this alleged cheating?
 
Answer: Gemaco - Their purple cards weren't
cut symmetrically.
  
2.) Player A bets $100 on Banker on a single
hand of Baccarat.  Player B bets $50 on
Banker on two consecutive hands of
Baccarat.  Who has a higher EXPECTED
loss?
 
A.) Player A 
B.) Player B 
C.) They are the same
 
Answer: C - Expected Loss on a hand is the
house edge times the amount bet.  So let's
assume the house edge on Banker is 1% (It

doesn't really matter what it is for the sake of
this question.)  Player A's expected loss is
0.01 * $100 = $1.  Player B's expected loss
is 0.01 * $50 = $0.50 for both hands, totaling
$1.
  
3.) As the number of decks on Blackjack
being used increases, the chances of a
player getting a Natural Blackjack
_________.
 
A.) Increases 
B.) Decreases 
C.) Stays the Same
 
Answer: B - For example, look at the chances
of getting a natural 21 on 2-deck blackjack:
(8/104)*(32/103)*2 = 0.047797 and compare
that to the chances of getting a natural 21 on
8-deck blackjack: (32/416)*(128/415)*2 =
0.047451.  When casinos started increasing
the number of decks on their blackjack
games, common belief was it was due to card
counters, but another major factor was they



Lakers and the Oklahoma City Thunder!  
 
  

Karina Arzumanyan
  

 
Karina earned her Criminal Justice degree from the
University of Scranton, and worked in a plethora of
industries: a court interpreter, an ESL interpreter for
school districts, and a model for Abercrombie and Fitch
and Hollister just to name a few! What she enjoys most
about the industry is the fun and entertaining
atmosphere and getting to meet new and interesting
people on a daily basis. Supervisors appreciate
Karina's willingness to share how she developed her
banking skills with others, while always keeping a
professional attitude.

Fun Fact: In her spare time, Karina loves to dance! She
started taking formal ballroom lessons at the age of
seven, but for the last seven years has been perfecting
her belly dancing skills. She highly recommends belly
dancing to everyone, since it's a fun and challenging
workout at any level! 

 
     

Casino 580
 

Connie Chuong
      

Before Knighted Ventures, Connie used her motivation and
teaching skills to work with after school programs, for kids
ranging from Kindergarten to 8th grade. She used this passion for
child development to act as an academic coordinator, helping
with multiple homework subjects. Her supervisors appreciate
that her styles of teaching have transferred so well to teaching
associates new games. A banker for two years now, she loves
the similarities and the differences that the casino atmosphere
has provided, but admits that it's her coworkers that keep her
happy and sane at work!

Fun Fact: Connie loves to cook for her friends and family! She's
been cooking since she was 8 years old, and loves to throw
dinner parties with Cambodian and Vietnamese dishes!

  
  
 

   
Lotus Casino

 
James Rutledge

 
 
Before coming to the casino industry, James studied
accounting at Dixie State University in Utah, describing
it as a pretty small college. Knighted Ventures was his
first step into the working world, and his supervisors
couldn't be happier to have him: his ability to work with
others to teach concepts is very appreciated by peers

counters, but another major factor was they
figured out this would cause an increase in
house-edge due to fewer natural blackjacks,
as well as fewer 21's when splitting aces or
doubling on 11.
  
4.) What is our EXPECTED winnings on a
$100 buy bet on Pai Gow Poker or Tiles? 
Assume the bank's edge is 1%, we charge
$5, pay $1 collection and don't tip the dealer.
 
Answer: $3 - We collect $5, but pay $1
collection, so that leaves us with $4.  The
hand itself has a negative 1% edge for us, so
-0.01 * $100 = -$1.  So total is $5 - $1 - $1 =
$3. 
  
5.) If you pick up a 52-deck of cards and
randomly flip over 2 of the cards, the chances
that those two cards are a pair is exactly 1 in
_____.
 
A.) 12 
B.) 13 
C.) 16 
D.) 17 
E.) 20
 
Answer = D - The long way to calculate this is
to look at how many different 2-card
combinations you can pull where ordering
doesn't matter, which is (52*51)/2 = 1,326. 
Then look at how many possible pairs there
could be, where there are 13 different ranks,
and each rank has 6 different suit
combinations, so 78 different pairs.  78/1,326
= 1/17.  The easy way to do this is the first
card can be any card, and the second card
must be one of the three remaining copies of
the first card so (1)*(3/51) = 1/17. 
 

Ticia (Lodi) & Jayren (Lotus) from the
food bank apple sorting team

 

....Now What?



others to teach concepts is very appreciated by peers
and management alike. Working at KV has been very
rewarding to him, and he enjoys that we've all worked
together to create an environment where people can
learn and interact with others with no pressure.

Fun Fact: James loves to play video games! The game
he is currently playing is NBA 2K14 as the Lakers
franchise, but enjoys other franchises too like Madden,
the Assassin's Creed series, and the Final Fantasy
series! 

 
  

             

The 101 Casino
 

Rebecca Rowlett
 
Before Rebecca made her transition to
the casino industry, she worked with
the elderly while attending school for
psychology and performing in
marching and concert band. With
Knighted Ventures for a little over a
year now, her mentorship of new
associates is what gives her the most
joy in her work, being able to work with
people one-on-one to tackle difficult
casino concepts. Supervisors cite her
amazing work ethic and willingness to
help that makes her respected by her
peers, while naturally being fun to be around!

Fun Fact: Rebecca was born without the ability to smell, coupled with "dull" tastebuds! When it
comes to food, she is very sensitive to spice but not sensitive at all to sweetness. This comes
from her dad's side of the family, since he doesn't have a sense of smell either!
  
 

Palace Poker Casino
 

Meer Ghaznavi
 

Meer moved to the United States from Pakistan about four
years ago, and has worked for technological companies that
dealt with internet television services and software
companies. Describing himself as an action-oriented
person, he loves coming into work and knowing that he can
handle the pace and rigors of the casino industry.
Supervisors appreciate his willingness to go above and
beyond, and his ability to take charge of situations.

Fun Fact: On top of knowing three languages (Urdu,
Punjabi, and English), Meer is a certified personal trainer!
Focusing on self-discipline, he believes that people need to
give themselves the chance to succeed. Once you do that,
Meer says that any level of fitness is possible!
 
 
 
Lodi Cardroom

 
Leticia Hurm

 
Leticia came over from Valley Gaming as a seasoned banker,
but most people may not know that she was working in retail
and studying medical assisting before jumping into the casino
industry. Now in the industry for a year and a half, she loves the
mix of helpful coworkers and mathematics involved with the
games, and enjoys working with others to instill that same
excitement. She has been described by her supervisors as
someone who is always pleasant to work with, while her
positive attitude is always a great influence at work!

....Now What?
 

Do you know that song, "School's
Out"? The one that talks about not
having any more pencils or books
to worry about? That might be true

for summer if you are breaking
from your regular academic

schedule, but don't forget to keep
learning and pushing yourself to

grow personally and
professionally! 

 
Though we associate learning with
the classroom, we are all students

every day. We keep our minds
nimble and our knowledge sharp
by remaining life-long learners.
We should apply this school of

thought to our professional roles at
Knighted too, remembering that

only ongoing curiosity coupled with
a genuine effort to challenge

ourselves will enable us to achieve
our career goals. You're not alone

in your pursuits to achieve! We
have many resources available to
aid your education - which include

mentors and coaches. Be proactive
about reaching out to your peers,
your management team and your
Human Resources team to help

you along the way. We encourage
you to share your feedback on

which KV resources are helping
you the most in your career, and/or
what you like to see us offer in the
future. We want to hear from you! 
Please submit your comments

or suggestions here.
 

Thanks for your hard work so far
this year, Knights!

 
"All the world is my school and all
humanity is my teacher."  - George

Whitman, Contemporary of the
Arts
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Fun Fact: Leticia loves to sing! She started singing at the age of
7, and says that she grew up in a family surrounded by music.
Her favorite genre is R&B or Hip Hop, while her go-to artist for
songs is Elle Varner!
 
 
 
 
Please join us in congratulating and thanking these
talented and dedicated people. Keep up the good work!

 
Learning Doesn't Stop Once You Get To The Casino

Ambition - Self Evaluation - Honesty - Consistency
 

A message from your KV Training Department, in the words of SoCal Trainer,
Stephen Adams

 

How do I become a Pai Gow Banker? When
can I start learning Tiles? Why haven't I
received any training on these advanced
games? These are all questions that many
Associates have approached and asked us
about. Many are eager to learn new games,
which is great. However, becoming a top tier
banker is a truly complex goal to achieve. It's
more than skill. It's more than ambition. It's a
mind set. The mind set that says, regardless
what happens, I'm going to be better today than
I was yesterday. It doesn't happen overnight. It
takes a lot of hard work, a lot of commitment, and a whole lot of brutal honesty with yourself, as
well as patience. Let's take a look...
 

As you know, LEARNING DOESN'T STOP ONCE
YOU GET TO THE CASINO. We are continuously
learning through our experiences on the tables,
experiences training, and with our day-to-day life.
We must first learn to be brutally honest with
ourselves, before we can truly assess our own
strengths and weaknesses. Now, like most people,
I did not like having people constantly telling me
what I was good at and what I was bad at. To avoid
this becoming an issue with Supervisors, I took it
upon myself to really be honest with myself, so I
could better understand the purpose and intent of
said criticisms. Once I was able to be fully honest

with myself, I stopped looking at everything like a negative criticism and saw it for what it truly
was, constructive criticism designed to help me in the long run.  Now that I was fully honest
with myself, I was ready to take the next step towards becoming a great banker.
 
Be your own worst critic. NOBODY, and I mean NOBODY, should be more critical of your
work than you. You should always be the first to demand more of yourself. That being said, you
should always be the first one to laugh at yourself as well.  As serious and competitive as I
know many of us get, we have to be able to laugh at ourselves when we've had a bad day,
while taking the necessary steps in order to prevent it from happening again.

Constantly push yourself. Many Associates I
speak with are extremely intimidated when it
comes to learning new games. They hear
horror stories from experienced bankers, and
just decide that they cannot do it. I'm here to
tell you that you absolutely can. You are all
extremely capable of learning these
advanced games (Pai Gow Poker, Pai Gow
Tiles) as long as you approach them
correctly.

Gustavo (580) spotting imperfections
like a champ

 

Health & Wellness
SLEEP

 

The BAD:
Not getting enough sleep has been shown
over and over and over again in scientific
studies to negatively affect your brain's ability
to function properly. You've experienced it
before, as we all have. You get confused,
cranky, unable to make good decisions,
unable to focus, unable to see clearly, unable
to learn new things like you could if you were
properly rested. You are slower to react and
can easily miss what's happening on the
tables...shall we go on?

   
The GOOD:
Sleep is beautiful and healing. Why don't we
all try to get a healthy amount of sleep? Let's!
Here are some tips and resources to help you
from the National Sleep Foundation. 

Establish consistent sleep and wake
schedules, even on your days off work
Create a regular, relaxing bedtime
routine such as soaking in a hot bath or
listening to soothing music - begin an
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Yearbook photo montage of young "Friends"
stars. Matthew Perry aka "Chandler" is on

correctly.
 
Now, on the flip side. Many people think that
by learning many games, they are making
themselves more valuable. This is both correct and incorrect at the same time. Yes, learning
many games quickly is an asset and can be valuable, but how good are you on those games?
How reliable are you on those games? Can you be trusted to bank the highest action on that
game? The true testament of a good banker is not how many games they know, but how many
games they know WELL. Like the back of your hand. I see too many Associates attempting to
learn these advanced games while still not knowing the ins and outs of many of the standard
games offered at our various locations (Blackjack, EZ Baccarat, Three Card Poker, Ultimate
Texas Hold'Em, Crazy 4 Poker, Pan 9), which will only hinder their development. Many of the
tools and skills needed to Bank our advanced games are developed and sharpened through
Banking the standard 6 games. Without fully understanding the concepts and ins and outs of
these games, we are only handicapping ourselves later on. I personally would much rather
have someone who I could assign to 6 different games confidently, rather than have someone
who has shown knowledge of the 8 games, but is really inconsistent on most. So how will you
know if you're ready to take on the Advanced games?

Give yourself an honest assessment. Don't sugar coat it. Don't
go easy. Be extremely critical of yourself. "Where do I need
improvement?" "What can I do to improve?" "I know this game,
do I still need to practice?" If you can honestly say to yourself
that you've gone as far as you can go in a certain game, then
you're ready to move on to a new one. It's important, however,
for us to understand that all the knowledge we've attained can
easily be forgotten if we don't continually practice. So even if I'm
learning Pai Gow Poker, I'll still practice many Baccarat &
Blackjack drills, in addition to my PGP drills, to keep sharp. It's
also important for us to be able to say, "Now isn't the right time"
when we are not ready to begin learning a new game. Brutal

honesty guys.

I love the ambition that many of our Associates have,  in
regards to wanting to learn many games quickly,
however again, we value your knowledge in the games
you know, over minimal knowledge in many games.
Prove yourself reliable by knowing the ins and outs of
these games, and you will be given the opportunity to
prove yourself on the more advanced games.  It all
starts with you though. Your work ethic. Your
commitment. Your patience. Your honesty with yourself.
 Your approach really determines your progress. We're
basically auditors on the table, so as valuable as it may be to be quick, it's more valuable to
be accurate and honest.
 

 

KV Employee banks a private game for actor Matthew
Perry!

 
An interview with Richelle Mascaro

by Ron "Iceface" Mendelow
 

 
Approximately four weeks ago renowned third
party proposition player, great person, and
personal friend Richelle Mascaro banked a very
special 3 card poker game - a private game for
the world famous "Friends" TV superstar
Matthew Perry!  For the good of all KV
employees, and for the good of human-kind,
Richelle provided an interview regarding this
most excellent event.
 
Due to the fact that Richelle and I possess
identical initials I have identified Richelle as
"RM," and have identified myself as "IF"
(Iceface).  I chose to reduce confusion, and
chose not to use the initials "RM" for both the
interviewer, and the interviewee.
 

listening to soothing music - begin an
hour or more before the time you
expect to fall asleep
Create a sleep-conducive environment
that is dark, quiet, comfortable and cool
Sleep on a comfortable mattress and
pillows
Keep "sleep stealers" out of the
bedroom - avoid watching TV, using a
computer or reading in bed
Finish eating at least 2-3 hours before
your regular bedtime
Exercise regularly, but not at the
expense of your sleep
Avoid caffeine and alcohol products
close to bedtime and give up smoking

Though there is no magic formula for
getting a good, healthy night's sleep;
these are merely guidelines that you
can experiment with. They say adults
need 7 to 9 hours of sleep a night,
every night - we hope you get yours.
Sweet dreams.

  

Katie (HR), Jayren (Lotus) and Mai
(Lotus) digging deep
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stars. Matthew Perry aka "Chandler" is on
the top left.

 
IF:  Could I have a brief summary of what took
place before we address specific facts?

 
RM:  One evening shift lead George assigned me to a 3 card poker private game.  At first I
wasn't too enthusiastic, but George said that I'd really enjoy this particular game.  I walked over
to the JBJ section and saw Matthew Perry and his girlfriend sitting at the 3 card poker table!
 
IF:  Wow!  Very cool!  So you saw Monica at the table with Chandler?
 
RM: (Laughs) No, Ron, Monica/Courtney Cox is his girlfriend on the TV show, not in real life.
 
IF:  Oh.  Yes.  Very true.  Well, did he bring Ross or Joey?
 
RM:  (Laughs, rolls eyes) Ron, Ross and Joey are only characters on "Friends....." but no,
Matthew Perry did not bring David Schwimmer, or Matt LeBlanc.
 
IF:  Do you think George chose you to
bank this private game because you
have a left dimple, or very appealing
long naturally curly hair like Monica? 
Or did he perhaps choose you because
you possess superior banking skills?
 
RM:  (Laughs) Thank you for the
compliments.  Maybe he chose me
because of my hair? (Smiles)
 
IF:  Did Matthew Perry act at all like his
character "Chandler Bing" during the
game?
 

RM: 
Matthew Perry seemed much more relaxed than his character
"Chandler."  Also, I would picture "Chandler" as more of a
blackjack player, and not a 3 card poker player.  Matthew
Perry, unlike "Chandler," behaved in a very calm, relaxed
manner.
 
IF:  Do you think that Matthew Perry possessed a calm
demeanor because of a familiarity with Kierkegaardian
existentialism, because of a knowledge of Maslow's theories on
self-actualization, or because of his gigantic net worth?
 
RM:  (Laughs, looks at me with some confusion) I think he
acted very calmly because he is very wealthy, and didn't have
much concern about winning or losing.
 
IF:  Would you have done anything differently?

 
RM:  No, but I wish that he would have stayed longer than just one hour.  He lost more hands
than he won, and eventually didn't feel like playing anymore.
 
IF:  Ghostbuster Dr. Egon Spengler provided me with several paranormal detection devices.  In
monitoring the JBJ section with these high-tech devices I have discovered that a ghost haunts
the JBJ section of the Bicycle Casino.  The devices also indicate that this ghost frequently
played games in the JBJ section during his life in the physical world.  Do you believe that the
ghost altered the outcome of the private game?  Why might the ghost want Matthew Perry to
lose?
 
RM:  Well, maybe the ghost didn't help out Matthew Perry because he knew that Matthew
Perry didn't need any extra money.  Maybe the ghost did not provide good luck to Matthew
Perry in order to save the good luck, and pass it on to future players in greater need of money,
good luck, and supernatural assistance.
 
IF:  Wow Richelle, a very astute observation!  I never thought of it in that way!
 
 
Let's all congratulate Richelle for handling both the private game, and this interview, with
professionalism, and competence.  Thank you for sharing the details of this very interesting
banking experience.  Way to go Richelle!
 

 

 

This month, the Knighted Writer decided to run
a special segment particularly in line with this
month's theme. We talk a lot about facing new
challenges, pushing yourself, continually
learning and growing within our positions.
Bonnibelle ("Bonni"), from Lotus Casino,
 presented her passion for experimental
baking to the KW in the context of her
experiences on the job. Having a good attitude
at work is great for your coworkers and
everyone else around you! But it's truly
amazing when lessons learned on the tables
can translate into your life outside of work.
That's when you know you've grown; when
you realize that lessons and universal truths
learned can never be taken away from you,
that they shape who you are.

Bonni has a passion for experimental baking.
The image above is Bonni's first attempt,
back in February, at a Red Velvet
Cheesecake. That is a red velvet cake but
with cheesecake as the filling instead of
frosting! Oh my!

For those of you who've ever baked, you know
that there is definitely some science to it.
Understanding the mechanics of baking and
the relevant calculations that make it a
yummy success is essential. So,
experimenting with a recipe that's never been
made before calls for courage, thoughtful
calculations and a willingness to make a few
mistakes along the way.

In Bonni's words:

On focus and attention to detail:
"...attention to detail is important. You can't
turn on a mixer and leave it because there's
a fine line between making a fluffy cake and
one that's dense. That's similar to how I, as a
banker, can't lose focus of a table (ex., turn
around, watch tv, keep my head down)
because it only takes a split second for a
swift shady move or a mistake to happen. I
won't know what happened and it can be a
costly error."
 
On being fearless and learning from
mistakes:
"...mistakes happen in both banking and
baking. I've made numerous mistakes before
being able to make great tasting cakes! From
putting too many eggs, overmixing,
overbaking, etc.; I've probably done it all. It's
made me a better baker and has allowed me
to fine tune what needs to be done to make a
great cake. I've also made errors as a
banker. I've stopped a game for errors that
were nonexistent. I've underpaid a dragon
before. I've made collection errors on high
action tables. I'm no longer nervous or
ashamed about making errors though. It's



 

Putting Your 
Passions To Work!

schooling us this month:
 

Joshua Luther
&

Jason Galit
 

  
Joshua Luther Presents "A Crash Course On The Joy of Gaming"
 
On May 21st,  we held our second
UKnighted Course in NorCal, led by one of
our own Gaming Associates, Josh Luther
from The 101 Casino. The course taught
us the history of games and ended with a
Murder Mystery! A group of our employees
gathered around the table to solve a
Mobster themed "who-dun-it" in an effort to
experience Live Action Role Playing
(LARPing). Play and merriment was had
by all and we walked away with a new appreciation for the variations of games
falling under the category of LARPing - which is not unlike improvisational acting!
The KV crew gained an in-depth understanding of specific game genres and
some theory of games from Josh's masterfully crafted presentation. This course
could've easily been taught in any University course dealing with not just game
design and theory but also philosophy, sociology or art. Well done, Josh!

Antonio "Lefty" Bonocello, the Don's Bodyguard; Roxie "Stiletto" Russo, the Thug; "Dirty"
Vinnie Marino, the Conman; Gino Cabella, the Hitman; Regina Guissepe, the

Bartender; Claudia Navarra, the Don's Girl; Lorenzo Pennino, the Driver; Joshua Luther,
moderator. 

Not pictured: Catalina "Crazy Cat" Macciano, the Shooter. 

 
Jason Galit Presents "Comics and Sequential Art"

May 28th was UKnighted's latest
SoCal class. Jason G. of the HR
Team in Los Angeles was able to

ashamed about making errors though. It's
better to stop a game and be certain than to
keep quiet and pay for it later. Making errors
are inevitable and I think it's made me more
confident. I used to shake on baccarat

tables, but not anymore!"
 

Special thanks goes out to Bonni for sharing
her story with us! We want to hear from you too
- about how you relate what you learn on the
tables to your daily life, or maybe if you're
interested in teaching your passions to your
coworkers in a UKnighted course. Just submit
your ideas to your local HR - we love to hear
from you!

Teamwork!
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Our most recent UKnighted class
brought together many gamers in

gaming, and we'd like to introduce you
to the man behind it all.

 
It all started for Josh when his

grandma bought him a Super Nintendo
when he was 6, and he has been
playing games ever since. In high
school he joined a Dungeons and
Dragons group, and in college, a

board gaming group.
 

His passion extends beyond just
hobbies, though. In college, he studied
Interactive Media & Game Design, as



Team in Los Angeles was able to
share his knowledge in sequential
art and comic books! Jason's
expertise comes from a lifetime of
loving comic books, as well as
piloting programs for teachers to
use comics as teaching tools.
Jason covered rigorous ideas like
panel transitions, closure, and
basic scriptwriting techniques.
Attendees not only got to enjoy
talking about their favorite comic books, but also learned about how our minds
can make connections and produce stories with minimal information! Ending with
a recommendation of comics for all reader levels, attendees were able to ask
some fun questions as well, like what kinds of superpowers they would want and
who would win in fictional fights. Everyone had a "super" time talking about
comics!
 

If you weren't able to attend these
events, don't worry! More
UKnighted courses will be coming
your way in the summer months of
Q3. It is the goal of Knighted
Ventures to provide fun learning
opportunities on topics that inspire
you. We want to see you continue
to expand your minds and grow

as individuals together. Look for memos and pre-shift meetings to update you on
more UKnighted classes. If you want to reach out with ideas on topics to teach or
things you'd like to learn about, click HERE or contact your local HR
representative. Compensation is available to instructors. We can also help you
set up the curriculum for your very own UKnighted course. 
 

 

Understanding
The Psychological Biases We See Every Day

 
by Jason Kim, with an Illustrative Contribution by JP Barbier

 

 
As a company and as individuals, it is important to understand the various psychological
biases that we all have, to some degree, that sometimes hurt us from making the best possible
decisions. A simple bias that many fall victim to would be "recency bias". This is a bias that
occurs because of the evolution of the human brain and memory system. We will tend to
remember the latter items of a list we want memorized better than those from the beginning of
the sequence. In the same way over a longer timeframe, we may place more emphasis on a
recent string of results over those of the past. As a company and as managers, we work to fight
these biases by setting up systems to be able to easily record and retrieve data in order to be
able to make the most informed, objective decisions possible. 

On the gaming floor, we see these types of biases on a daily basis on all of our games.
However, a game like Baccarat is a great example of a game that really shows the biases of
individuals clearly:
 
Gambler's Fallacy: this is the idea or belief that, if frequency of something happening is

higher during a certain period, it should happen less frequently over the coming periods. 
 
We see the gambler's fallacy every day, particularly from players who use the martingale
betting method. These players may look for a positive "streak" in baccarat and bet against this
streak. Each wager that they lose, they will wager a higher amount the next hand in order to
recover their losses and create some winnings. They are counting on the fact that there is
somewhere around a 50% chance of player or banker and after a long player streak, the
banker must be due for a win (gambler's fallacy). 
 
Although the longer a player streak gets, the more improbable it is, this streak has no effect on
the odds of the result of the following hand. To simplify, look at a coin toss. Here you have a

Interactive Media & Game Design, as
well as Technical Writing. Afterwards,
he landed a Quality Assurance Tester

position at the company Irrational
Games, where he worked on the

game Bioshock Infinite. When he was
ready to switch gears, he moved back
home to pursue new career avenues

and his mom found the "Gaming
Associate" position, which she thought

meant video gaming! To Josh's
surprise, Knighted Ventures worked in
casino gaming - he applied and, well,

the rest is history. He has made a
name for himself at The 101 Casino

and has enjoyed this new field,
challenging himself to become a better

banker.
 

Since joining KV, his passion for
gaming has not diminished. He meets
with a group of 101ers weekly to play

Pathfinders (a Dungeons and Dragons
spin off), he has a weekly LARP with

his friends from school, and of course,
he teaches UKnighted courses!

 
Are You a Gamer Too? 

Click Here to Play on with KV! 

  

Teamwork!

LARPers UKNIGHTED!
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the odds of the result of the following hand. To simplify, look at a coin toss. Here you have a
clear 50% heads/50% tails scenario. The chances of 10 heads in a row are significantly lower
than 2 heads in a row and over an extremely large set of tosses, the distribution of results will
tend towards 50/50. Believers in the fallacy take this to mean that after 10 straight heads, more
tails need to be tossed in order to get back to 50/50. However, these past results have no
impact on the current toss! Regardless of what has happened, there is still a 50% chance of a
head being tossed and 50% chance of tail. 
 
From this perspective, the martingale betting system gives no advantage to a player and
combined with enforced table limits, ensure that a player will eventually not be able to recover
their prior losses on a single bet. As frustrating as these types of players are to bank against,
you will find that eventually, they will lose a lot more than intended.

Hot Hand Fallacy: often applied to sports and specifically basketball, it is the belief that
someone experiencing a high degree of success will more likely continue to be successful in
subsequent attempts.

There are a group of players that like to play the "streak" or "trend," as opposed to the "faders"
who believe in the gambler's fallacy. These players believe that a consecutive run of player or
banker will tend to continue. As many have probably noticed, there are times when these
player make a good deal of money. They follow the streak and cash out. Inevitably, these
players will fall victim to the negative expectancy of each bet and come upon a shoe that
shows no clear trend whatsoever. 
 
These types of biases are the reason why a game like Baccarat is so simple and has a clear
board of past results. Unlike a random coin toss, this data gives the player an illusion of control
and a reason not to understand the disadvantages of such a game. The hope is that everyone
can keep this in mind before observing so many "systems" of individual players. Regardless
of whether or not they use the "streak" system, they are a "fader", "Macau style," or Martingale
bettor, they will have a negative expected edge on each and every bet.
 
This is why each of our associates and supervisors are so important to the success of Knighted
Ventures. As long as we remain diligent to protect this edge through close attention to card
control procedures and focus on all of our tables we can continue to be successful.
 
Read More here for an easy, in-depth illustration by our very own JP Barbier. He had 2
associates help to illustrate our expectations of randomness and streaks by flipping coins and
recording their results. It's great stuff - so, click HERE.
 

 

Sign Our Yearbook!
SHOUT OUTS & Nominations

 
School's out! This is your chance to sign our yearbook and nominate your peers
for their awesomeness. Here are the categories we selected but you can also
come up with your own: 

Most Intense Casino Eyes
Most Likely to Help New
Associates
Most Likely to Catch a Bet
Capper
Most Helpful Second Pair
Least Likely to Take Their
Eyes Off the Table
Quickest Dragon Counter
Most Likely to Make You
Smile
Best Action Counter
Most Organized
Most Flexible / Adaptable
Most Hardworking
The Ultimate Team Player

LARPers UKNIGHTED!
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The Ultimate Team Player
The Velvet Hammer
The Secret Weapon
Enter your own recognition category and nominate one of your peers!

We will gather and review your peer nominations and will make the winner
announcements in our next Knighted Writer.  
 
CLICK HERE TO NOMINATE...and tune in next month to find
out if YOU were nominated! 
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